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Therein lies the burden of leadership as a statesman that ... As a proof of his tremendous grass roots connections,upon regaining his
freedom,he returned to an unprecedented welcome party with ...
Ibori and the Burden Of Statesmanship
Those who seek freedom from domination run to libertarian forms of religion. In our national history, faith has lent itself to hegemonic abuse
as well as political rebellion. Today, bad politics ...
Tinubu and the Burden of Faith
However, with an ongoing national teachers’ shortage and poor classroom conditions, the added burden of combating censorship laws ...
Our teachers deserve freedom to not only tailor their lessons to ...
Classroom censorship laws further burden exhausted teachers
Ryan Haumschild, PharmD, MS, MBA: I want to talk about the economic burden. Paul, I’m going to look to you first. What are some of the
economic burdens that you see associated with CKD [chronic ...
Recognizing the Economic Burden of CKD
In the process, they seek to stretch the limits of received traditions to discover a new sense of authenticity. But even now, we, the society, are
unprepared to confront the significant issues.
Tossing the burden to children?
Before COVID-19, remote working was usually optional – a perk used sparingly, and viewed as a secondary option by many companies.
Now, it is compulsory for as much as half the workforce in developed ...
The Psychic Burden of Working During Lockdown
“Through the process of this work we’ve heard a lot of stories about how those who abuse the Freedom Camping rules place an unfair
burden on small communities and damage our reputation as a ...
New Legislation Introduced To Improve Sustainability Of Freedom Camping
There is one thing above others that humans can never escape and that is the burden of debt. Almost every one, except the millionaires, has
a burden of debt. The hugely rich, however, can be in debt, ...
The crushing burden of debt
this fascinating talent has shouldered the burden of his status around the world as Ukraine fights for freedom in the war against Russia. “I’m
motivated by the people of Ukraine, who are ...
Oleksandr Usyk represents hope as Ukraine continues fight for freedom
While charitable trusts and institutions are ready to comply with the new requirements, analysts said more investment freedom should be
granted to these institutions to generate funds for social work.
New tax regulations for charitable trusts to add to compliance burden
Chloe Akers considers herself a grizzled criminal defense attorney. Until a few months ago, she didn’t spend much time thinking about
abortion. For all her 39 years, abortion was not ...
Lawyer's mission: Translate Tenn.'s bewildering abortion ban
interviews and much more Discover Retail Week register now Please note, if you have recently purchased a subscription, it may take a few
minutes before your account is updated.
Shop prices hit record high as retail urges new prime minister to ease cost burden
Managers readily reassured the individual they could achieve the goals, ignoring the company’s technical levels and development schedule,
and passed on the work burden to subordinates.
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EDITORIAL: Stifled freedom to speak out led to data fraud at Hino Motors
This indicates that even from an early age, girls are being socialised into social norms that will have a long-term impact on employment,
earnings and personal freedom. Women’s unpaid care work ...
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